
Fajgun 38
Year 1972 / 11.40 mts / Price 45,000.00€

Technical Details

Comprimento: Boca: Calado: Material do Casco:
11.40m 3.24m 1.60m Ferro-Cimento

Motor Modelo: Nº de Motores: Potência em HP: Nº de Horas:
Lombardini Marinem 1 1 x 50Hp 180

Combustível: Tanque de Combustível: Tipo de Comando: Transmissão:
Diesel 80L Mecânico Linha de veios

Nº de Camas: Tanque de Água: Bandeira: Classe de Registo:
4 + 2 180L Bélgica Portugal

Classic Sailing yacht, with a very strong construction in iron-concrete, totally certified by Loyds. This Sailing yacht is ideal for long
distance and long-term sailing.
This totally refitted yacht is presented with a complete deck in teak, central cockpit with steering wheel and access top the saloon and
stern cabin.
In the interior, from midship to the bow, we find a very attractive saloon with social table on the centre and sofas in both boards,
complete galley equipped with gas stove and hoven, fridge and sink with pressured water hot and cold. In the bow double cabin with
storage served by complete wc with maritime toilet, washbasin / shower with pressured water hot and cold and storage. In the stern,
coming from the cockpit we find a cabin with double berth and storage.
Some equipment:
Sails and covers:
Genoa, main sail, mizzen, main and mizzen covers, rigid sprayhood
Energy:
LED Illumination, battery charger Pro charge ultra, 4 domestic and 1 starting batteries, wind generator
Navigation:
GPS, VHF with DSC, depth, wind, speed, compass
Comfort:
Teak in the deck, hot water, tv
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Maintenance:
New electric installation with LED, new canalization, new bilge pump, new water pump, new fridge, new stove
Lombardini engine 50hp with only 180h.
Dinghy with an outboard engine Mercury 2.5 HPs
Boat in very good shape and ready to be delivered.

Siroco Yacht Brokers  offers the details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this information nor warrant the condition of the vessel.
The details of the ad  cannot be used for contracts.
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